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FEATURES AND BENEFITS
NO COMPROMISE DESIGN

FOCUS™ X1 is the first product in the industry to truly deliver on the
operational needs of the officer – no distractions.

TRUE FULL SHIFT BATTERY LIFE

Exceptional battery life of over 12 hours at 720p (not SD).

NEVER MISS A RECORDING

X1 can be configured to remotely trigger based on vehicle sensors
such as light bar, siren, doors, etc.

RECHARGE IN MINUTES

With the fastest charge time in the industry, X1 leverages fast charging
technologies to get your camera ready for its next shift in a fraction of
the time.

Mute Button

RAPID VIDEO UPLOAD

Upload video in minutes, rather than hours, utilizing the COBAN Smart
Cloud, powered by Microsoft Azure® Government; upload speeds under
five minutes per hour of HD recording.

Pairing

INTUITIVE CAMERA ALERTS

X1 SPECIFICATIONS

X1 can easily be configured to notify the user of camera status via
vibration, audible, or LED modes. X1 also has a simple LCD to verify
the status of battery life, connectivity, and storage.

ADAPTABLE MOUNTING CHOICES

Video Resolution		

1080P/720P/480P

Continuous Record Time

12 Hours +

Flexible mounting and camera options that can easily be securely
attached anywhere on a uniform or vest, including an optional clip-on
IR camera.

Storage Capacity		

64GB

UNPARALLELED NIGHTTIME VIDEO

FOV			160 Degrees
Lux			.05 Lux
Indicators		 LED/Audible/Vibration
Programmable Button

Snapshot/Bookmark/Tag

Communication		

Bluetooth/WiFi/GPS

IP Rating			

IP67 – Submersible

COBAN Technologies, Inc.
11375 W. Sam Houston Parkway S. #800
Houston, TX 77031

X1 delivers low light video capture under the most challenging
conditions to depict what the eye can see.

IN-CAR DEVICE INTEGRATION

X1 is compatible with COBAN in-car video systems, Android™ devices,
and laptops for viewing, tagging, and uploading. Both the body camera
and in-car video can be uploaded over WiFi together, with body
camera video transferred to the in-car system. X1 can also work as a
replacement for the in-car wireless microphone pack.

www.cobantech.com

Phone: 1 (281) 925-0488
Toll Free: 1 (866) 812-6226
Fax: 1 (281) 925-0535

